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There Are two aspects of electromagnetic scattering

from moving object that attracted my attention during the last

five months. The first aspect is the possibility of collisions

between the scatterers with consequent change of shape; the

second aspect is the possibility that a moving scatterer app.

ars to an observer in the laboratory as an object of rather

high refractive index. Let us discuss in turn these two facts.

The phenomenon of aggregation of nore than one object

as a consequence of collisions is the mechanism usually assu-

med by the chemists to describe the occurence of chemical

reactions. Therefore, If the objects are assumed to be clusters

of spheres, it Is reasonable that, as a consequence of the col

lision, the spheres rearrange to give origin to clusters of

different geometry and composition. As a consequence the

optical spectrum of an aerosol in which such phenomena occur

should undergo detectable changes. This mechanism has been

thoroughly Investigated In collaboration with proff. Borgheue.

Denti and toscano and the result of the calculations, through

limited to rather simple cases, show that the change in the

optical spectra are actually well visible and could thus be

used to detect the occurrence of chemical reactions within

real aerosols.

This research gave rise to the enclosed paper which

has already been submitted for pubblication. A word of caution

should be added. In the above described research no attempt

has been made to take account either of the frequency depen-

dence dependence of the refractive indexes of the spheres or

of the changes of the refractive indexes as a consequence of



the reCtions. In other dords no dispdrSon or chn& of

valence or bonds has been accounted for although improvements

to this effect can be easily included in the theory.

~The second aspect I examined with profound interest is the

i possibility that moving scatterers appears as objects of high

refractive Index. In fact as a consequence of the general co-

variance of Maxwell equations under olonomic transformations

~It turns out that in certain states of notion the refractive

~index as observed in the laboratory may appear very high.

~Now it Is well known that In this case resonances of the scat

tering cross section may occur with an increase of scattering

power of a factor of 10 to 100.

Note that resonance scattering has been widely studied with

~In the framework of Xle theory as an attempt to explain the ab

sorption spectrum e.g. of water droplets.

The procedure I used Is rather different. I considered a clu-

ster and searched for the condition of resonance of its con-

stituent spheres. The resulting refractive Indexes where then

~Introduced into the program for the cross section of the clu-

be..'

ster In order to me@ the effects of the resonance on the beha
viour of the cluster as whole. Although the results I gots

till no are only preliminary ones,e is apparent that the

4-scattering cross vin s ehows pecks at frequencies different
from thoe expected from N theory. The consequence or this

behaviour are at present under further nvestigation.
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Effect ef the "chenical reactions" on the aLtsorjt~ or.
' I

coeffacient of a polyalsperse model derosol {  "

by

R.Saija , O.l.Sindoni G.Toscano . F.bor t~tse

and P.vent "

Summary.

In a preceding paper the aosorption coefficient for

the propagation of the electrobsagnetic fiela through d low-

density dispersion of nonspherical scatterers of ranooi. orien

t"tion was calculated by modelling them as clusters of sphereb.

In this paper the spheres are allowed to rearrange among the

clusters to simulate chemical reactions ano the changes inuu-

ced on the absorption coefficient of the dispersion are ascus

sed in a few significant cases.

(*)Work supported in part by CNR through the GNSM and in part

by the USArmy European Research Office through grant DAJA45-84-

C-0005 and contract DAJA37-81-C-0895.

(+)Universith di Messina, Istituto di Struttura della Materia,

98100 Messina, Italy.

(.)Gruppo Nazionale Struttura della Materia, sezione hessina

(S)Cheical Research and Development Center, Aberaeen P.G.,

2101 MD, USA.



1. IKTkUDUCTION.

It .s wel establsnee throu.ch expr ieta :it de-

remments that the refractive -ndex arc th,. absor 4on c*ff.fc.

ent of a dispersion of identical scatterers sensitly Cepena cn,

their shape(1- 4 ). Ontheside of the theoretical investigaturs

several authors dealt in different ways with the scattering by

nonspherical ocjects The present authors as well as

Gerardy and Ausloos 9.10)proposeo independently to model some

kind of nonspherical scatterers as clusters of spheres. The

individual optical response of these model scatterers can be

effectively calculated asa function of their orientation with

respect to the incident field; furthermore, we recently devi-

sed an original formalism to calculate the optical constants

for the propagation through a low-density random dispersion of

identical clusters 1 . In spite of the prevalent interest in

nondielectric scatterers1 we resolved to include into

the clusters only dielectric spheres with frequency-independent

refractive index; in this way tae effects of tne nonspherical

shape of the individual clusters are not maskea at all ana pr-C

ve to be quite important.

Since our formalism of ref.( 11 alsc applies to d2-

• , e mi i m llli I
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spersions containingj more than one kina (f identicdl 5dtter'ert

(e.g. polydisperse aerosols) the cluster mocel :r verv suzia-

ble to describe the effects induced on the scatterea f:elc by

modifications of the individual scatterers. Such modifications

can in turn be described in the framework of the iiodel by rear

rangements of the spheres either within the same cluster or among

different clusters. This mechanism could be identified with

that of the chemical reactions as long as a cluster of spheres

can represent a molecule from the point of view of classical

optics.

in this paper we intend to show the effect! of the

above mentioned "chemical reactions" on the absorption coeffi

cient of the dispersion of scatterers. Therefore, in the fol-
--. i

lowing section, we concisely report our formalism for the absor

ption coefficient of a low-density random dispersion of clus-

ters. In the last section we apply the formalism to the dispe

rsions of the clusters modelling the "reagents" and the "pro-

ducts" of a few sample "reactions"; then we collect the re-

sults of the calculatlgns so that the effects of the"reactions"

are profitably displaled.

We conclude these introductory remarks by observing

• LI di I I l ili1 fff~l
m
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that even in this paper we consloer only clusters of dielectric

", spheres whose refrdctive indices are frrquency- ndendent

because we want to single out tht influt-nce cof the structural

modifications of the scatterers: in dny cdse our formal:sm can
,I.

be extenoed to the clusters of nondielectric spheres with re-

fractive indices obeying some dispersion relations.

2. THE CONSTANTS OF COHERENT PROPAGATION THROUGH A

-* DISPERSION OF CLUSTERS.

Referring elsewhere for further details ( 11 here we "

concisely recall how the refractive index and the absorption coef

ficlent of a dispersion of ioentical clusters vithin a matrix can be

calculated. In tne formalism reported below the dispersion of

clusters is assumed to be random and its number density low

enough to allow us to disregard the multiple-scattering effects

among different clusters. We also assume that the spheres in

the clusters as veil as the matrix including them are made of

Isotropic, homogeneous dielectric materials.

Let us consider a low-Gensity dispersion of scatterers

whatever and send through it the circularly-polarized plane-
iir

-1

lilllli/ i l l Ill I lai li 1 1 11 
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wave field

;B1

where

vi th

(16)and 1 -+1 according to the helicity(  . The (complex) refra

ctive index matrix of the dispersion Is consequently g2ven

by(17)

vhere the Index V numbers the scatterers In the volume V and

fV",y Is related to the forvard-scattering amplitude of the

V-th scatterer, through

4 I
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of the oIS;',.f.-Or. art- giver t .

respectively.

Now we recall that is independent of the lora:

on of thev-th scatterer but does depend on its orier.tat:or- .5

with respect to the incident field. Therefore, if the lot den
5%.

sity of the dispersion is not too low we can subst.'u:e f., (e

for f,, and write

%

where the argumnt is a collective symbol for the Eule;" ';l.

;.. that individuate the orientation of the scatterers and hte, is,:

the number density of the scatteres with orientationG At

this stage we specify the scatterert in the dispersion as clu

sters of spheres and assume that theAr orientation is randon.

Then we express fy(6f in terms of the amplitudes of the multi e

pole fields scattered by a cluster whatever with or."entatctc '

and, making full use of the features of the cluster model.

we succeed in factorizing this quantity intc a part deend;r..
55
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only on the struc.ture ara-c a par de;~uio:rag cby vi k4 .i,-

,,,,,,(A ))

N "W W

For later purposes we rewrite

'

where we define

_. w- . "

* 'L.
N~ -W

In t1* equations above N is the number density of the clusters;
the quantities

vhere the 4lS are vector spherical harmonics 16 ), are propor

tional to the multipolar amplitudes of the incident plant-wave

field; the matrices UI )and 6U, whs'e meaning will be discus

sed belov, have a rather complicated expression for vwhct. wc

-4%

0 ,
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ex;licitly rely upon ref.( 1 ).

by their very definiticn the W's drid conSequently

th~e I's de;,enc onlv on the directior, of the wavevector of the

incoming field. The ["s as well as the S's depend on the ma

gnitude of the wavevector of the plane wave and on the refra-

ctive incices of the spheres constituting the (identical) clu

sters in the dispersion. The U's account also for the structu

re of the clusters and need to be calculated once for all refer

ring t,.) 6 cluster whatever with arbitrary orientation. As a

matter of iact, the U's are responsible for almost all of the

amount of computations required by eq.(1 ) because their calcu

lation implies the inversion of a matrix of order 2N L (L +2),
sM M

where Ns is the number of spheres in a cluster and L14 is the

least value to which the sum over L must be extended to obtain

well converged results. The convergence of the multipolar ex

pansion on which eq.( 1) is grounded ha:, been discussed elsewhe

re (8 10 ) " of course we shall return to this subject when consi

dering the specific computations reported in the next section.

9. Finally it is useful to recall that, if the clusters possess

symmetry elements, such as reflection planes and/or symmetry

axes, Group theory can substantially help to compute the U's

--""4 mm m m ll nnu mm m m



for it implies the irversion of natr4ces of s.alr yoroer ttarn

ot hervi se

3.CHANGES IN THE ABSOkPTION* COEFFICIENT CAUSED BY

"CHEMICAL REACTIONS".

In the case of a low-density dispersion containing

more than one kind of clusters eq.(2) becomes
( 17)

47m Cal --Lv4fj

where the index a refers to the £-th kind of clusters with

number density N,=Nc..

Now, it is well understood that. if a "chemical rea

ction" rearranges the spheres among the clusters, it determi-

nes, starting with the relative concentrations cA of the "rea

gents", the relative concentrations d of the "reaction pro-

ducts" as well as those of the "residues of the reaction",

c" Cone at least of these latter is zero when the reaction is

over). Therefore we can calculate the absorption coefficients

before and after the "reaction", and denote them by

NL , Z_4
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and

V ij;.*LciZ.Ar j

* .,.,.respectively. where

4 1  IL

Clearly, a very useful quantity in detecting the structural

effects on the absorption is

e r = . '.tJ, ( ' j) g.4P+N r " -j P) r ' G

vhere we dropped the label p, p Is the completion index of the

"reaction" ( Op41), and

L~ r zr" -*4

In the following part of this section we present the

results for a few "chemical reactions". Before any explanation

and comment, however, we want to stress a point to avoid any

substant-&al misunderstanding of the purposes of the present

work. Our resultsreferto sample calculations, indeed, and do

not pretend to give a realistic description of actual optica2

4



phenomena: too many details should be added to the very sche-

,atic cluster model. Consequently one should riot bother rsc-"

ther about the choice of the parameters oefining the structure
4.=

of the clusters nor about the possibility of the "reactions"

in the assumed low-density limit of the dispersion. We confi-

rm that our question is: if the structure of the cluster chan

ges, how much is the absorption coefficient affected? The re-

suits we are going to discuss make we answer that in general

these structural changes modify to a significant extent the

coherent propagation of the field through the dispersion.

The "reactions" for which r was actually computed

are listed in Table I. A,B and C label the spheres with the

refractive indices nA=l.30, nB=l. 50 and nC=1. 4 0, and the radii

rA=l.0 u1, rB=O.50 u1 and rC=0.7 5 ul, respectively, where u1

is an arbitrary unit. The clusters are individuated by their

"chemical formulae" in terms of the "elements"' A,B and C, and

their structures are built so as to match those of the chemi-

cal compounds listed under the heading "EXAMPLE". Since the

radii and the refractive indices of the spheres are assumed

not to change due to the "reactions", changes of "valence" or

"bonds" are not accounted for. In Table I the "reactions" are

partitioned into three groups: the first group, "reactions"

. ..'p. = m m I =m a a i l l~ I
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1-4, where only the spheres A ana b4 are implied; tt..- second

group, "reactions" 5 and 6, where also the splheres C are ir-

plied; the third group, that includes the fai:ly of "rea-

ctos 7-10In table 11 we list the clusters as welr as the

"reactions" in which they are involved according to Table 1.

We also report the co-ordinates of the centres of the spheres

to complete the definition of the structures; in this respect

* one can observe that the neighbouring spheres touch each other.

Figures 2, 4 and 6 show r with p=1 versus k for the

"reactions" included into each of the above mentioned three

groups, respectively. Figures 1,3 and 5 show in turn g,=Z,/Z. )

versus k. NZ, is the absorption coefficient of a dispersion

(0)
containing only the ot-th kind of clusters. NaZq is the same,

(17)
save that it is obtained by the Mie theory after substitu

ting for the dispersion of the clusters tnedispersion of their

constituent spheres with no mutual presence effect allowed.

Figures 1,3 and 5 are not immediately comparablewith figs. 2,

4 and 6, respectively, on account of the different normaliza-

4 tion; on the other hand , the chosen normalizations render r

independent of N and ga independent of Na , although it should

-'
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be borne in mind that our results are valid only for low-derisi

ty dispersions.

All our calculations were actually performed for k
-l1 -1

ranging from 0.002 u to 2.0 u 1 , so that the wavelenght of

the incident field is allowed to decrease to about the overall

dimension of the clusters. However, in all the figures, k ran

ges from 0.2 u 1 to 2.0 u 1 ,the interval in which the results

show a more striking k-dependence. Since all the results refer

to 1 =1 the indexi has been everywhere dropped.

Before discussing the results we premise a few words

about their convergence. It is well known that the multiple

scattering processes among the spheres of each cluster enhance

the strenght of multipole fields of higher order(8-11.18,19)

.,4 so that the L-expansions cannot be truncated to too low a value,

whereas too high values imply time-consuming computations and

enormous memory requirements. As a matter of fact, we found

that a quite reasonable L =4 ensures converged results for all

the clusters considered here with k ranging from 0.002 u 1 to

-1
2.0 U 1 .

From a general point of view, figs. 1,3 and 5 show

clearly that the multiple-scattering processes among the sphe

res of a cluster cannot bedisregarded without affecting dra

VI
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matically the correctness of the results. Therefore, it is a

very reasonable prediction that str'uctural modifications of the

clusters cause appreciav1e variations of the absorption of

the dispersion. As we anticipated, this actually occurs: the

Jr -ratios are significantly different from unity for k in the
-1 -1

4 -.

mes smaller and smaller, although for almost all the "reactions"

V r is significantly different from unity at least up to

! --1
kl.0 u . In this respect we remark that in general the more

the structure of the clusters is modified the more r remains

different from unity. Even the curves of g. in figs. 1,3 and

5 the less differ from each other the more similar are the

structures. As an example, in fig. 1 the curves for CO and SO

are indistinguishable from each other. The component spheres

are identical for the two clusters AB2 , indeed, and the stru

ctural differences are too small to give appreciably different

spectra also on account of the randomness of the orientations.

In conclusion, the cluster model accounts for the

nonspherical shape of the scatterers so effectively that it

renders the structural modifications quite detectable. In this

. .. i a n • i e
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5,.'.

sense, and on account of the possible imp-ovement!, the c-Jul-

5,

ter model should be suitable for ap;,!'oachirtj( the c-xier.,n&r;!a2

ly measured properties of real aerosols.

.-4
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TABLE I

REACTI ON EXAM'Lr

1) 3B2--- 283 302 -- 203

2) 2AB B---w 2A 2CO 02 -- 2C0

3) 2AB + B 2---- 2AB3  2S02 .0 2-V 2S03

4) A + 3B ---02AB N * 3H ---p2NM32 2 3 2 2 3

5) AC + 3B2 ---oAB4 + B2C CO 3H2 .--- CH4 + N20

6) 2AB 3 C --- 2ACS3  2PH3  0 2---P 2POH3 .

7) C2  3AB4--. AB3C + BC Cl2  CH4 ---PCH3CI + HCI

8) 2C 2  AB4-- S2AB2C2 * 2BC 2C12 + C4-.--*CH2C2 *2MCI

9) 3C 2 AB -- ABC3 + 3BC 3C2 + CH4 - CH 3 3 3HCI

10) 4C2  AB-4  AC4 + 4BC 4C12 + CH4 -.---PCCl4 + 4HCI

TABLE I - List of the "reactions" considered in this paper.

The refractive indices and radii of the elements A,B and C are:

n A=1.30, n B=150, n c=1.40, ana rA =1.0 u1 , rB:O.50 ul , rC=u.75

U1 , vhere u1 is an arbitrary unit.
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CLUSTER I CO-ORDLJNATES i

(-2.0.0.0) (0.5,0.0)

A (-1.0.0.0) (1.0.0.0) 5

C a(-0.5.0.0) (0.75,0.0) 6,7,8.9,]0

AC (-1,0..,0) (0.5,0.0) '267. .4.

AC (-o..o,0.o (0.75.,.o.0)

DCa (-0,0) (5,0,0) 0.5006 2

AB2 (0,0. 3.0) 1-. 0.,0211. ,0)

AD2  (0.0,0) (1.2,03,-0.036.0),-.
(-0) •22873,-0.86036,0)6,0

a 2c  (1.o239,4.-o.7269,0) o) 1.02394,-.71697.0) 1, ,2

(o.o.0)

AB (0.0,0) (0,2.5,0) (2. 29904,-0.75, O) 4,6 :'
(-1.29903.-0.75,0) .

A3 (0.0,2.38444) (0. S.-0.28867.0) 3

(-0. 5.-o. 28%7,o) (0.0.57735.0)

AS 1 (0,00) (- . 2-0.86602 0.86602 60) 5.7,89, 10

2 a

i (-0.02,0 .866O2-o.I80) (o.86o2,

• ~~ -0. 86602,-0. 86602) (0,8662,0.86602.0.8662)

AiCS (0.0,2.38444) (0.0.3.23444) (0,0.57735,0) 16

I10.S.-0.28867,0) (-0.5S.0.28567,0)

A, 1 (0,0.034) (.,0.5?73,0) (0.5.-0.28867,0) 6

3CI I.

a (-0.5.-0.28867.0) (0.0.3.13444)

I

a. a

I I-

•- , i iA s Ii ml (0,,) IS (-.86,-..80,,,62 67891
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CLK IE C' (,)R:~ , '

,J,

.0 1 .. 1I I
I I - 0. 1 ; . : - t.,

' (0.b.-0.43301036 (-C.b,-(.433013.O) :
V I I

AC * (0. 0,01 1-l.03036.-3.0O203W6,l.03036) I

(-l.01036.3.01036.-l.0036) (3.03036,-l.01036.

-1.01036) (1.03036,.01036.1.01036),£

Table 11

Co-ordinates of the contras of the spheres constituting the clusters Imp!lied

in the "reactions" of Table 1.

* The co-ordinates refer to each sphere In the same order In which It appears

In the name of the cluster. The "reactions" In which each cluster Is Implied

according to Table I, are also listed.
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kiassunto.

In un art icolue precroeritv t atc, calcoldc af-li cotf f Jtt e Q,

aSSOTDlj'sel!c, jv1 ja j~ .A t t. Ca,;, ks1-%T&1!qJtV.CO

attraverso urna c~spers~r.t- 4 :aca a~tsc: c#gu~or; non

sferic* moat-hzzandiol, cto!.v "cluste~r" a;~ tiI.re. if. questo. or

ticolo si pt-rnmette a. "luster", di variare lis lorc, struiura

in maniera ca simulare oelle reazioni chmi che e le conseuvti

ti variazioni del coeffhciente oi assor-bimento della o~spersio

A ne vengono calcolate in alcuni casi significativi.
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'ure 1.

Plot of got vs i, for the clusters (a.-.L-a Ir the "reactions"

1-4 of Table I. The dashed curve!" refer to, the "reagents" and

the solia curves to the "reaction pruoducts".

Figure 2.

Plot of r vs k for p=1 for the "reactions" 1-4 of Table I.

Figure 3.

Plot of g. vs k for theclusters implied in the "reactions"

5-6 of Table I. The dashed curves refer to the "reagents" ana

the solid curves to the "reaction products".

Figure 4.

Plot of r vs. k for p=1 for the "reactions" 5-6 of Table I.

Figure 5.
Plot of g, vb. k for theclusters implied in the "reactions"

7-8 of Table I. The dashed curves refer to the "r'cagents" and

the solid curves to the "reaction products".

Figure 6.

Plot of r' vs. k for p=l for the "reactions" 7-10 of Table I.
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